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Structural properties of confined sticky hard-sphere fluids

Ji-Young Hwang and Soon-Chul Kim
Department of Physics, Andong National University, Andong, 760-749 Korea

~Received 17 December 1997!

A simple density-functional approximation, which is based on both the hybrid weighted-density approxima-
tion of Leidl and Wagner and the density-functional approximation of Callejaet al., has been developed to
study the structural properties of sticky hard-sphere fluids. The approximation has been applied to calculate the
density profiles of sticky hard-sphere fluids confined in structureless hard walls, and the results have been
compared with those from the available computer simulation and some other approximations. The calculated
density profiles have shown that the approximation is better than the Choudhury-Ghosh and Kim-Suh approxi-
mations, and they compare very well with the results from the computer simulation.
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PACS number~s!: 61.20.Gy, 61.20.Ne
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Over the last decade, numerical studies have addre
problems involving model fluids confined in special sym
metrical systems@1,2#. It is known that for confined hard
sphere fluids, the weighted-density approximations@3,4# de-
scribe their structural properties very well compared with
well-known standard integral equations. However, at
lower temperature the weighted-density approximations
to describe the structural properties of the real systems
the attractive potential. For example, for the confined stic
hard-sphere fluid the weighted-density approximations y
very poor results at the lowert values compared with the
computer simulation, wheret is the stickiness parameter re
lated to the strength of adhesion and to the temperature o
system@5#. It is actually very difficult to use the usual pe
turbation theories@6# of a liquid for a sticky hard-sphere
fluid because of the special intermolecular potentialf~r !;

exp@2bf~r !#5
R

12t
d~r 2R2!1u~r 2R!, ~1!

where R is the diameter of the sticky hard sphere,d(x)
Dirac’s delta function, andu(x) the Heaviside step function
Thus relatively few studies have yet considered the struct
properties of the confined sticky hard-sphere fluid. Jam
and Bratko@7,8# studied the wall-fluid correlations on th
basis of the solution to the Percus-Yevick–Ornstein-Zern
equation to predict the density profiles of sticky hard-sph
fluid confined in structureless hard walls. Choudhury a
Ghosh @9,10# proposed the simple density-functional a
proximation, which is based on both the higher-ord
weighted-density approximation for the reference term a
the density-functional Taylor series expansion of on
particle direct correlation function for the remaining cont
bution, to study the structural properties of the confin
sticky hard-sphere fluid. They have shown that for the stro
adhesiveness these approximations are in poor agree
with the results from the computer simulation. On the oth
hand, Kim and Suh@11# have recently proposed the densit
functional approximation, which is based on both the hyb
weighted-density approximation of Leidl and Wagner@4#
and the higher-order weighted-density approximation
Denton and Ashcroft@12#, to predict the density profiles o
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confined sticky hard-sphere fluids. The calculated res
have shown that the Kim-Suh approximation is better th
the Choudhury-Ghosh approximation. However, for t
strong adhesiveness the agreement with the computer s
lation slightly deteriorates with increasing fluid densitie
Thus we have here addressed these problems.

In this Brief Report, we will develop the density
functional approximation, which is based on both the hyb
weighted-density approximation of Leidl and Wagner for t
reference term and the density-functional approximation
Callejaet al. @2# for the remaining term, to study the struc
tural properties of sticky hard-sphere fluids. We apply it
predict the density profiles of sticky hard-sphere fluids co
fined by hard walls and compare with those from some ot
approximations.

In the density-functional theory, the grand canonical p
tential V@r# and intrinsic~Helmholtz! free energy functional
F@r#, both unique functionals of the one-particle dens
r(rW), are related as

V@r#5F@r#1E drW r~rW !@uext~rW !2m#, ~2!

wherem is the chemical potential of the system anduext(rW)
an external potential. The equilibrium particle density dist
bution of the inhomogeneous fluid corresponds to the m
mum of the grand canonical potential satisfyin
dV@r#/dr(rW)50, which leads to the Euler-Lagrange equ
tion; m2uext(rW)5dF@r#/dr(rW). For an inhomogeneou
fluid in contact with a homogeneous bulk fluid, its chemic
potentialm is equal to that of the homogeneous bulk flu
and hence the Euler-Lagrange equation leads to an exp
sion for the density profile equation given by

lnFr~rW !

rb
G52buext~rW !1c~1!~rW;@r#!2c~1!~rb!, ~3!

where rb is the homogeneous bulk density of the syste
c(1)(rW;@r#) the one-particle direct correlation functio
~DCF! for the inhomogeneous fluid, andc(1)(rb) the one-
particle DCF for the homogeneous bulk fluid.
7332 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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57 7333BRIEF REPORTS
However, since the exact form ofc(1)(rW;@r#) is unknown,
some kinds of approximations must inevitably be introduc
For this, we follow the basic idea of Choudhury and Gho
@9#, which was proposed to study the structural properties
the confined sticky hard-sphere fluid. We divide the exc
free energy functionalFex@r# with the reference termF ref@r#
~hard-sphere-like! and the remaining contributionDF@r# as

Fex@r#5F ref@r#1DF@r#. ~4!

As an approximation for the reference termF ref@r#, we
adopt the hybrid weighted-density approximation~HWDA!
of Leidl and Wagner@4#, which is known to give excellen
results for the hard-sphere system and is computation
easier than the weighted-density approximations based
the local density@3#. In the HWDA theory,F ref@r# is as-
sumed as

F ref@r#5E drW r~rW ! f ref@ r̄~rW !#, ~5!

where

r̄~rW !5E dsW r~sW !v~ urW2sWu,r̂@r#!, ~6!

with

r̂@r#5
1

N E drW r~rW !E dsW r~sW !v~ urW2sWu,r̂@r#!, ~7!

where v(urW2sWu,r) is the weighting function for the refer
ence term,N the number of particles of the system, a
f ref(r) the free energy per particle. The weighted densit
r̄(rW) andr̂@r# become the homogeneous bulk densityrb for
the homogeneous system.

A unique specification ofv(urW2sWu,rb) follows from re-
quiring that the defining relationship between the tw
particle DCFcref

(2)(urW2sWu,rb) and the second functional de
rivative of F ref@r# with respect tor(rW) be as follows:

cref
~2!~ urW2sWu,rb!522b f ref8 ~rb!v~ urW2sWu,rb!

2rbb f ref9 ~rb!E d tW v~ urW2 tWu,rb!

3v~ u tW2sWu,rb!, ~8!

where the prime denotes the derivative with respect to
density rb . Then, cref

(2)(urW2sWu,rb) is related to the two-
particle DCFc(2)(urW2sWu,rb) as

cref
~2!~ urW2sWu,rb!5c~2!~ urW2sWu,rb!2Dc~2!~ urW2sWu,rb!, ~9!

whereDc(2)(urW2sWu,rb) is the two-particle DCF correspond
ing to the remaining contribution. We can also decomp
the corresponding one-particle DCFcref

(1)(rb) as

cref
~1!~rb!5c~1!~rb!2Dc~1!~rb!, ~10!

where Dc(1)(rb) is the one-particle DCF corresponding
the remaining contribution. In this approximation, the de
sity profile equation, Eq.~3!, can be rewritten as
.
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lnFr~rW !

rb
G52buext~rW !1cref

~1!~rW;@r#!1Dc~1!~rW;@r#!

2cref
~1!~rb!2Dc~1!~rb!, ~11!

where the one-particle DCFscref
(1)(rW;@r#) and cref

(1)(rb) be-
come, from Eqs.~5!–~7!,

cref
~1!~rW;@r#!52b f ref@ r̄~rW !#2E dsW r~sW !b f ref8 @ r̄~sW !#

3v~ urW2sWu,r̂@r#!, ~12!

and

cref
~1!~rb!52b f ref~rb!2rbb ref8 ~rb!. ~13!

As the approximation for the remaining term
Dc(1)(rW;@r#), we introduce the density-functional approx
mation of Callejaet al. and Kim and Suh@2,13#, which is
based on the density-functional Taylor series expansion
the excess free energy functional corresponding to the
maining contribution. If we retain terms only up to the se
ond order in the functional Taylor series expansion, one
tains the one-particle DCFDc(1)(rW;@r#), after some
manipulation,

Dc~1!~rW;@r#!5Dc~1!~rb!1E dsW Dc~2!~ urW2sWu,rb!

3@r~sW !2rb#13E dsWE d tW L~rW,sW, tW !

3@r~sW !2rb#@r~ tW !2rb#, ~14!

where the kernelL(rW,sW, tW) is related to the three-particl
DCF of the system@13,14#. It is noted that withL(rW,sW, tW)50,
Eqs.~11! and~14! lead to the Choudhury-Ghosh approxim
tion. However, the three-particle DCF is not known so w
need an approximation for the kernelL(rW,sW, tW). In fact, it
appeared that the kernelL(rW,sW, tW) is not very sensitive when
the separation of any two of the coordinates,urW2sWu, is
greater than a molecular diameterR. Thus we have chosen
practically simple form as

L~rW,sW, tW !5BE duW a~ urW2uW u!a~ usW2uW u!a~ u tW2uW u!, ~15!

with

a~r !5
6

pR3uS R

2
2r D . ~16!

The constantB, which depends on the properties of the h
mogeneous bulk fluid, is determined by the equation of s
of the system@13#

bP5rb1rb
2b f rep8 ~rb!2

rb
2

2 E dsW Dc~2!~ urW2sWu,rb!1Brb
3,

~17!
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whereP is the pressure of the system. Combining Eqs.~11!–
~14!, one obtains the density profile equation

lnFr~rW !

rb
G52buext~rW !2b f ref@ r̄~rW !#

2E dsW r~sW !b f ref8 @ r̄~sW !#v~ urW2sWu,r̂ !1b f ref~rb!

1rbb f ref8 ~rb!1E dsW Dc~2!~ urW2sWu,rb!

3@r~sW !2rb#13BE dsW a~ urW2sWu!dr~sW !2, ~18!

where

dr~rW !25F E dsWa~ urW2sWu!@r~sW !2rb#G2

. ~19!

Let us consider the fluid confined in planar slits consist
of two walls located atz52L/22R/2 and z5L/21R/2,
where the walls are parallel to the plane (x,y,0). In this case,
the fluid-wall interactionbuext(z) is given by a hard core
one,

buext~z!5 H0 for 2L/2,z,L/2
` otherwise. ~20!

Due to the planar symmetry of the problem the density d
tribution varies only along thez direction; r(rW)5r(z) and
r̄(rW)5 r̄(z).

To calculate the density profiles of the sticky hard-sph
fluid confined in hard walls, Baxter’s Percus-Yevick~PY!
expression for the two-particle DCFc(2)(r ,rb) of sticky
hard-sphere fluid in the homogeneous phase has been
@5#. Following the suggestion of Choudhury and Ghosh@9#,
we have chosen the reference term~hard-sphere-like! and the
remaining contribution as

cref
~2!~r ,rb!5F2A02A1S r

RD2
h

2
A0S r

RD 3Gu~R2r !,

~21!

and

Dc~2!~r ,rb!52
h

12
l2S R

r D u~R2r !1
l

12
d~r 2R2!,

~22!

where h5prbR3/6 is the packing fraction,A05(112h
2j)2/(12h)4 , A1523h(21h)212j~117h1h2)2j2(2
1h)/2(12h)4, j5lh(12h), l56/h@n2(n22g)1/2#, n
5t1h/(12h), and g5h(21h)/6(12h)2. To calculate
the constantB, the equation of state@15# for the sticky hard-
sphere fluid, via the compressibility equation, has been u

bP

rb
5

11h1h2

~12h!3 2
j~21h!

2~12h!3 1
j3

36h~12h!3 . ~23!

The compressibility sum rule has been used to calculate
excess free energyf ref(rb) corresponding to the referenc
term @15#. The weighting functionv(r ,rb) has numerically
g

-

e

sed

d:

he

been obtained by solving Eq.~8! for the knownf ref(rb) and
cref

(2)(r ,rb). The integrals have been performed by the tra
ezoidal method with spacingDz50.01. The iteration is
stopped when the successive values,rn(z)R3, rn11(z)R3 of
the density profile satisfy *2L/2R

L/2R d(z/R)@rn11(z)R3

2rn(z)R3#2,10210.
The resulting density profiles for the confined sticky ha

sphere fluidr(z)R3 with the gap of widthL56R have been
displayed againstz/R at three different values of the bul
densitiesrbR3(50.2, 0.4, and 0.6! with the strong adhesive
nesst(50.2) in Fig. 1 and compared with those from th

FIG. 2. As for Fig. 1 except that the gap isL53R.

FIG. 1. Density profiles of the sticky hard-sphere fluid confin
in the gap of widthL56R hard walls at different bulk density
rbR3 ~50.6, 0.4, and 0.2! with the strong adhesivenesst(50.2).
The solid circles are taken from the computer simulation@8#. The
solid lines correspond to the present approximation. The do
lines and dashed lines correspond to the Choudhury-Ghosh~the
present approximation withB50! @9# and the Kim-Suh approxima
tions @11#, respectively.
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computer simulation. It is noted that in the origin
Choudhury-Ghosh approximation Choudhury and Ghosh@9#
used the higher-order weighted-density approximation@12#
based on the approximation of the one-particle direct co
lation functional. It is known that for the hard-sphere flu
the HWDA is better than the higher-order weighted-dens
approximation of Denton and Ashcroft. As can be seen fr
Fig. 1, the Choudhury-Ghosh approximation is less satis
tory even for the lower densities. Figure 1 also shows t
the present approximation is better than the Kim-Suh
proximation and comparable with the computer simulati
the Kim-Suh approximation yields higher values of the flu
density at the walls compared with the computer simulati
The good agreement with the computer simulation perh
comes from the fact that the strength parameterB in Eq. ~18!
is chosen to satisfy the equations of state, Eq.~17!, for the
homogeneous sticky hard-sphere fluid. The above choic
B ensures that ifrw is the liquid wall density at a hard wall
the exact relation,bPw5rw , is satisfied when the wall sepa
ration L goes to infinity. This indicates that for the confine
sticky hard-sphere fluid the present approximation provide
proper representation of the intermolecular correlation.

In Fig. 2, the calculated density profiles of the sticky ha
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sphere fluid confined in a planar wall with a gap ofL53R
have been displayed. The calculated results also show
the present approximation is better than the Kim-Suh
proximation and compares with the computer simulation;
higher densities the Choudhury-Ghosh and Kim-Suh
proximations yield higher values of the fluid density near t
hard wall compared with the computer simulation and
disagreement with the computer simulation deteriorates w
the increase of the strength adhesiveness. Once again, fo
confined sticky hard-sphere fluid the present approxima
yields reasonably good results compared with the comp
simulation, whereas for the Choudhury-Ghosh and Kim-S
approximations the agreements get worse at the hard w
On the other hand, the above result indicates that the pre
success will provide impetus to extend the density-functio
approach to the study of inhomogeneous fluids with ani
tropic adhesion or to more realistic interaction potentia
Further investigation for these realistic systems is
progress.
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